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Standards 
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RL.6.1 Cite textual evidence to support analysis of what the text says explicitly as well as inferences drawn from the text. 

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RL.6.2 Determine a theme or central idea of a text and how it is conveyed through particular details; provide a summary of the text distinct from personal opinions 

or judgments. 

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RL.6.9 Compare and contrast texts in different forms or genres (e.g., stories and poems; historical novels and fantasy stories) in terms of their approaches to 

similar themes and topics. 

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RL.6.4 Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text, including figurative and connotative meanings; analyze the impact of a specific 

word choice on meaning and tone 

Monday5/16 Tuesday5/17 Wednesday5/18 Thursday5/19 Friday4/20 
We will: read “Brian’s 

Winter” and answer 

comprehension 

questions.  

 

Agenda:  

• Read chapters 

11-12 of “Brian’s 

Winter” 

• Answer 

comprehension 

questions 1-8. 

 

I will: make a prediction 

on what is going to take 

place in the next 

chapter.  

 

We will: read “Brian’s 

Winter” and answer 

comprehension 

questions.  

 

Agenda:  

• Read chapters 

13-14 of “Brian’s 

Winter” 

• Answer 

comprehension 

questions 1-8. 

 

I will: answer: What is 

the reason that Brian 

dreams of walking on 

clouds?  

We will: read “Brian’s 

Winter” and answer 

comprehension 

questions.  

 

Agenda:  

• Read chapters 15-

16 of “Brian’s 

Winter” 

• Answer 

comprehension 

questions 1-8. 

 

I will: summarize one 

major event in chapter 

16.  

 

We will: read “Brian’s 

Winter” and answer 

comprehension 

questions.  

 

Agenda:  

• Read chapter 17 

and Epilogue of 

“Brian’s Winter” 

• Answer 

comprehension 

questions 1-8. 

 

I will: name the ways 

that Brian has 

changed.  

 

 

We will: compare 

and contrast “Brian’s 

Winter” with 

“Hatchet.” 

 

Agenda:  

• Complete a 

constructed 

response page 

that compares 

“Brian’s Winter” 

and “Hatchet” 

 

I will: list 2 ways that 

the novels are 

different.  
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